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Love MINECRAFT? **Over 87,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! The FULL SEASON ONE of **The Noob Years** (6
Episodes) That's SIX Minecraft Diary Books in ONE!!! --- Season 1 Episode 1 The very
first diary of Skeleton Steve himself!! Welcome to a new adventure. Follow along the
'The Noob Years' of Skeleton Steve, Minecraft writer and adventurer, back when he first
started his travels on Diamodia! Fresh out of the "Enderman Ninja" series, Skeleton
Steve and Elias the Enderman Ninja are traveling east to explore a distant village on
the Enderman's map. The village's library is a great place to find an empty journal for
Skeleton Steve's first diary, right But when the village turns out to be a zombie village,
what manner of trouble will the two adventurers run into? And when a mysterious baby
zombie offers to give Skeleton Steve the library's last empty book in exchange for
finding his missing tome about his "Knight's Code," will Elias and the memorychallenged skeleton be up to the task? --- Season 1 Episode 2 Trying to remember ...
and Skeleton Steve gets a bow! After discovering a dangerous disturbance in the
energy of the world, Elias must return to his master in The End to report the situation.
But first, Skeleton Steve and the Enderman explore Zombietown to see what his
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amnesiac mind remembers about Minecraft life! Before leaving the Overworld, Elias
finally gives Skeleton Steve a bow, and it's a good thing, too! Those strange
Minecraftians outside town look like they're going to assault the village! Will Skeleton
Steve and Zebulon the little zombie knight be able to defend Zombietown without the
help of the powerful Enderman ninja? --- Season 1 Episode 3 Skeleton Steve and the
Mountain of Wisdom!! Our amnesiac hero and his Enderman ninja friend are following
their first real lead to recovering Skeleton Steve's memories--a local zombie who
supposedly revived his mind at a magical mountain shrine! But ... they can't find the
guy! When the duo delves into the dark undercity of Zombietown ...(see more inside) --Season 1 Episode 4 Skeleton Steve and the Mysterious Tower... Disappointed with
what they found on the top of the Mountain of Wisdom, Skeleton Steve, Elias the
Enderman ninja, and their new friend, Slinger the spider, travel across to the next peak
over, where Skeleton Steve saw a mysterious stone tower, standing all alone on the top
of the mountain. But when the strange and abandoned fortress ...(see more inside) --Season 1 Episode 5 Into the Nether! While exploring the abandoned Mineshaft under
the Mysterious Tower in the last episode, Skeleton Steve and his friends found an
imposing Nether Portal, left behind by the tower's previous owner! When Elias the
Enderman ninja convinces our hero to visit the Nether to see if it will bring back
memories, it seems like a good idea at the time, right? But when the portal is snuffed
out ...(see more inside) --- Season 1 Episode 6 Invasion in the Rain! The Season ONE
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Finale!! Still stuck in the Nether, Skeleton Steve, Elias the Enderman Ninja, and Slinger
the Spider struggle to reactivate the dead portal to get back home. But when they do,
they're surprised to find Zombietown under full assault! The Minecraftian Noobs are
trying to take over and ...(see more inside) ------- Love Minecraft adventure Buy this
BUNDLE of books and read the "Skeleton Steve the Noob Years" Season One TODAY!
Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book.
(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note:
This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned
by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or
authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
This diary of Steve the Noob contains nearly 9,000 words and 12 pictures to
accompany the story.Steve falls into a mini-depression after the arrival of the
mysterious stranger. Because of all the hate and criticism from the stranger, our hero
was left lost and confused. Find out if Steve recovers from this set back by reading this
Minecraft diary today. Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official
Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported by
Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the
Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft /TM & 2009-2015 Mojang /
Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft
books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox,
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minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids
books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids (Minecraft
Kids Book, Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers,
Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens)
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 22,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! My Minecraftian Life When Elias the Enderman ninja
leaves to report to his Order on the 'Doomstreak Clan' situation back on the End,
Skeleton Steve is left under the protection of the three Minecraftians--WolfBroJake,
LuckyMist, and Xenocide99--to keep him safe in case the evil ninjas return while he's
gone! But just because the mood is dark and heavy after the last attack by the terrifying
red-eyed Endermen, it doesn't mean that they can't have fun while they're at it, right But
as Skeleton Steve gets to experience the Minecraftian Life--more mining, horseback
riding, farming, fishing--do the Minecraftians really have what it takes to protect our
hero when the evil Doomstreak Clan teleports back in for another strike in the middle of
the night And when will Elias be back? Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 2,
Episode 4 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club!
Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies,
tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial
Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and
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its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.
Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
This Minecraft Diary Is Over 4,000 Words and Has 15 Pictures to Accompany the
StoryRead this Minecraft book FREE as part of your Amazon Prime or Kindle Unlimited
membershipSteve arrives in a mysterious world. One of his first objective is to get some
light/fire going, but that will be a much more difficult task than he thought. You see, in
this strange world, fire/light has a secret behind it. Learn more about this plot by reading
this Minecraft diary today. Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an
official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported
by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the
Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang /
Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,
minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft
tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids books,
minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids
GENRE: Children's Adventure An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Age 9-12 Three
exciting Minecraft trilogies compiled into in one amazing book: Diary of a Noob Steve
has just woken up in a strange new world made of blocks and needs to learn how to
survive fast in this tricky, and sometimes dangerous, universe. It's trial and error, at
first, but luckily, he has help and makes friends along the way. Creepers, Zombies,
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Skeletons, and Endermen keep Steve on his toes. But can a mysterious legend
succeed in turning him into a paranoid mess? Herobrine wreaks havoc on Steve and
his friends. Is it an act of vengeance, or a cry for help? When weird stuff happens,
Steve needs to decide. It's all fun and games until someone gets hurt. There is no
shortage of excitement in this action packed adventure. Diary of Steve in a Blocky
Universe Book 1: Steve and the Legend of Herobrine Book 2: Steve and the Origin of
the Blocky Universe Book 3: Steve Goes to the Nether Diary of an Adventurous Noob
The Village is still under attack by Zombie Pigmen! It's up to Steve and Alex to stop
them, but how? Steve has a crazy idea that just might work, but he needs obsidian,
first. That stuff is hard to find, though, so he comes up with an even crazier idea-to look
for Herobrine. It's the last thing he ever thought he'd do, but he needs lava in order to
make obsidian and Herobrine just may be the one to help him. Once Steve has enough
obsidian to build a protective wall around the Village, he and Alex go searching for the
Stronghold. It's an adventure that leads them far, far away where they find more
interesting things to explore. At the Stronghold, Steve and Alex see their crazy plan
through, but it only makes Steve curious about the End. He knows he can't go there just
yet. Can Steve and Alex save the Village? Will Steve's plan work? Their adventures
can only make them better players in this Blocky Universe. Book 4: Steve and Alex
Search for the Stronghold Book 5: Steve and Alex Take on an Ocean Monument Book
6: Steve and Alex Unleash the Wither Diary of a Noob's Adventure Still trying to clean
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up the mess that they created, Steve and Alex try relentlessly to track down the Wither.
It seems like the Wither takes them on a long goose-hunt that leads them far away from
their Village. Luckily, Steve and Alex find a new Village where they stay until they track
down and defeat the Wither. But this Wither is so unpredictable! Things get interesting
when Steve and Alex, wander into an abandoned mineshaft. But, after days and weeks
of following the Wither, Steve starts to doubt that tracking the Wither is a good idea. He
wants to turn around and go back home. Does that mean that he's quitting? Alex is
determined to defeat the Wither but eventually sees things the way Steve sees them,
and they do turn around, but only to discover that now the Wither is tracking them!
There's plenty of adventures in this action packed edition from the Blocky Universe.
Book 7: Steve and Alex Defeat the Wither Book 8: Steve and Alex Go to the End Book
9: Steve and Alex Reach the End Author's Note: These short stories are for your
reading pleasure. The characters in this "Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve,
Endermen or Herobrine...etc are based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft
(r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013 Mojang / Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 25,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! Clearing the Caves It's the simple things in life that
you never think about that you take for granted. Like, for normal folks living up on the
surface--up with the trees and grass and animals in the sunshine--you never think
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about desperately needing wood, right? Suffering bad luck at every turn, Skeleton
Steve and his friends are desperate, deep underground in a world of stone and gravel,
to find some wood so that our hero can make a pick axe and get back to the land of
daylight! Instead, their last efforts found nothing more than chests of stone, and another
battle with the Glitch! But when UltimateSword5 comes up with a new idea for finding
wood, Skeleton Steve is suddenly pressed by the idea that they need to seal up those
dreadful Glitch mobs--to entomb the area (and the mobs themselves) with stone to
keep the infected monsters from wandering up and infecting the rest of Diamodia! Can
they block off those terrible tunnels and infected mobs without meeting their doom in
the deep, dark corridors of the evil, red portal Love Minecraft adventure Read the Finale
of Season 3, Episode 4 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton
Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft
goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial
Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and
its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.
Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
This diary is the longest Steve the Noob volume at nearly 9,000 words and 12 pictures
to accompany the story. Steve is on the search for gold to cure his dear friend Cindy.
What will he find in the mysterious mining spot? What dangers lurk in the shadows?
Find out in this funny and action packed diary of Steve the Noob. Disclaimer: This book
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is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized,
licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity
owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft
(r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft
handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft
secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book,
Minecraft Steve series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics,
minecraft books for kids (Minecraft Kids Book, Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories,
Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens)
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 16,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! Skeleton Steve and the Mountain of Wisdom!! Our
amnesiac hero and his Enderman ninja friend are following their first real lead to
recovering Skeleton Steve's memories--a local zombie who supposedly revived his
mind at a magical mountain shrine! But ... they can't find the guy! When the duo delves
into the dark undercity of Zombietown, will they finally find the answers? And if they
discover the way to the fabled Mountain of Wisdom, they'll still need to go on a
dangerous journey to reach its peak! What challenges stand in the way of Skeleton
Steve remembering who he is? Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 1, Episode 3 of
Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my
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main website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps,
skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is
a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which
do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c)
2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
It's raining Slimes! Steve the Noob and his friends can't explain where all these Slimes
are coming from. They don't normally spawn in this biome and they seem to be
attracted to Steve for some reason. They keep trying to push him in one direction
almost as if they're trying to tell him something. He's off on yet another adventure to
solve a Slime spawning mystery. Steve will make a few new friends, discover a place
he has never seen before and learn that even mobs, though they are annoying at times,
serve an important purpose in the world.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 113,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book BOX SET is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game!The FULL SEASON FOUR Box Set of **The
Noob Years** (6 Episodes)... That's SIX Minecraft Diary Books in ONE!!!---Season 4
Episode 1 - The Search for HomeDying sometimes makes you forget stuff. Or, at least
it did for Skeleton Steve. As our hero finally emerges from the underworld to the
surface, sad about losing his friends and longing to get home, he is suddenly reminded
the hard way that skeletons can't just walk out into the sunshine!Alone with no idea of
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where he is, our hero sees the Steve in the distance--the man who killed him--and goes
after the immortal guardian of Diamodia in pursuit of a truce! After all, if he can catch
up, the Minecraftian would be able to tell him the way home! But will Skeleton Steve
even be able to catch up to the Steve in the wolf-infested mountains ahead? Watch out
for the sun!---S4E2 - A Troubled Teenage Zombie VillagerSkeleton Steve spends the
day hiding from the sun inside the ruins of a sandstone house in an abandoned village
with a very interesting companion--a young zombie villager obsessed with a deep need
to remember who he is! Sound familiar? Our hero can relate. Well, Skeleton Steve
gives the zombie a journal to help him regain his memory, and offers to help and take
him along with him. Maybe they can both find their homes! But there's one problem: the
next night, the village is attacked by Minecraftians and the two of them are
separated!Unable to find the nameless teenage zombie villager, Skeleton Steve is
determined to find his way home, or to Angel Valley, and pursues the Minecraftians into
the distant snowy mountains. Will he meet up with the teenage zombie villager again?
Or perhaps finally run into the Steve? Will our hero EVER find his way home ---S4E3 The Missing NameSkeleton Steve is recovering from a harrowing night of a brutal
zombie assault on a small mountain village, and he's desperate to find his way home to
his friends. When he feels out of luck and totally lost, Skeleton Steve suddenly runs into
the teenage zombie villager that he lost back in the desert village!Now, vowing to help
the poor young zombie recover his memories before heading home to Zombietown and
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his tower, Skeleton Steve is swept into a new adventure that he's not expecting! When
our hero and the young zombie (and his cat, Mr. Whiskers) encounter a frightful and
dangerous witch named Worla, they learn the zombie's NAME and where he came
from! However, the whereabouts of the young zombie's home comes with a
price--performing a small job for the wicked witch. But nothing bad could come from
making a deal with Worla the witch, right?---S4E4 - An Old Friend and a Brave
Chicken(See Description Inside)---S4E5 - The Slime Witch(See Description
Inside)---S4E6 - A Villager Returned Home - The Season FOUR Finale!!(See
Description Inside)---Love Minecraft adventure Buy and read the "Skeleton Steve the
Noob Years" Season FOUR TODAY!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main
website for details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps,
skins, seeds, and more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is
a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which
do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c)
2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
For the past five months, rural parts of the world have been breaking out in
spontaneous fires. These mysterious fires have begun to displace residents of the deep
forests who now seek refuge in the nearby city. When Steve the Noob arrives at the city
gates, they don't ask him where he is from. They don't even ask for his name. THey
place him in a detainment cell and tell him he will perform his evaluations tomorrow to
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prove he is worthy enough to start building a new life as a servant of the Stone Towers
government.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 22,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game!The Hellfire GangAfter proving his worth by helping to
defend Angel Valley from a sudden phantom attack, Skeleton Steve is granted
permission to stay in town with Ulti as he recovers his lost memory. And even though
he was initially met with suspicion by many of the Minecraftians in the village, he's
starting to feel a little more accepted!But on a pretty easy-going day hanging out with
Ulti's friend Astro on the village farm, Skeleton Steve learns of a gloomy prophecy
involving the terrible monsters known as the Glitch. And when an invading Minecraftian
force calling themselves the Hellfire Gang suddenly raids the village at sundown, he
and Astro are right in the line of fire! As Angel Valley begins to burn, will Skeleton Steve
and Astro survive the skirmish? And what will they do when the Hellfire Gang
returns?Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 5, Episode 2 of Skeleton Steve, The
Noob Years ... now!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for
details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds,
and more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered
trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not
approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
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Love MINECRAFT? **Over 29,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! A Villager Returned Home The Season FOUR Finale!!
Devastated by Worla's refusal to complete the ritual that would return Devdan to life,
Skeleton Steve and the teenage zombie villager head west. All they can do now is try to
appeal to the Steve for help, but the Minecraftian immortal guardian of the world is likely
to just kill them on sight! The situation is grim. And when our heroes continue to the
village, they learn that Devdan's father has been kidnapped and taken into a black,
corrupted forest--probably into the nether! But why?! And what is Worla's involvement
in the evil plot? Will the two of them (along with Mr. Whiskers the cat) be able to rescue
Devdan's father? And will Skeleton Steve be able to help the teenage zombie villager
finally return to his old life? Love Minecraft adventure Read the SEASON FOUR
FINALE - Season 4, Episode 6 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the
Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book! (Get free
Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is
an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by,
Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or
authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 24,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality fan
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fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game!Journey with the MantisTensions are high in Angel
Valley. The Hellfire Gang has attacked the town twice, and every mission that Skeleton
Steve and his new friends have attempted to gather needed supplies have ended up
unsuccessful. What's worse is that the last mission to the Nether has revealed an
infection of The Glitch spreading near Angel Valley's nether portal!Now, Skeleton Steve
and UltimateSword5 are tasked with traveling to the south to try trading with a witch for
potion ingredients that they need-a witch named Worla. The name 'Worla' seems very
familiar to Skeleton Steve and he doesn't know why. But when a mysterious assassin
shows up with deadly intentions, will Skeleton Steve and Ulti survive? And will they get
the stuff that Angel Valley needs?Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 5, Episode 5
of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my
main website for details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps,
skins, seeds, and more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is
a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which
do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c)
2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
When mysterious fires destroy lives and homes, it might just be time to turn up the
heat... Things aren't looking good for Noob Steve. After his house is destroyed by
mysterious fires that have been occurring, he finds himself in more hot water after
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saving the general's daughter, Jillian, from harm's way. Good natured, adventure loving
Steve and studious, responsible Jillian become fast friends and embark on an
underground adventure. However, Noob Steve and Jillian may have bitten off more
than they can chew, because they have stumbled upon the real cause of the recent
mysterious fires and it is now up to them to set things right. With the help of a talking
Enderman, Steve and Jillian are about to have the biggest adventure of their lives.
What is causing the mysterious fires? Can Steve and Jillian save the day in time? Only
time will tell when you read Mysterious Fires. A fantastic read for the whole family,
Mysterious Fires is full of page turning adventure and charming illustrations. This book
is sure to engage any child, even those adverse to reading!
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 20,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! Introducing the Steve Our heroes are excited after
they manage to kill one of the Doomstreak Clan ninjas during the night's attack! It's
even more impressive that they took down one of the terrifying evil Endermen while
Elias was gone! But when Elias the Enderman ninja returns with reinforcements from
the End, everyone is so distracted by the Doomstreak situation that they don't pay
attention to a very confused and very dangerous visitor: the Steve of Diamodia! That's
right! Minecraft Steve! And he's very perplexed about why a bunch of strange mobs
have taken up residence in his tower! And when our hero tries to communicate with the
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Steve to smooth things over, it seems that everything he tries only makes things worse!
As Skeleton Steve and his friends prepare for battle with the increasing number of evil
Doomstreak Clan ninjas, will they be ready for the Steve's eventual assault to take back
his home Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 2, Episode 5 of Skeleton Steve, The
Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for
details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds,
and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered
trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not
approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
For ages 4-9 this is a easy to read (Unofficial) Minecraft Picture book for beginner
readers.reading should be fun for children especial for the young gamer's. "Diary Of A
Noob is just as fun reading as playing the game .Steve meets the Noob for the very firs
time and is not pleased.But Noob never gives up and Steve will have to learn that the
hard way...Don't forget to check out number 1 of this series also..."Minecraft Diary Of A
Noob: Day 1"
Minecraft: Diary of Steve the Noob (Unofficial Minecraft Series) (Minecraft Stories,
Minecraft Books, Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens) Steve wakes up to find himself in
a strange, new land. What wonders and adventures await him as he wanders the world
of Minecraft? In this new world, Steve has many choices he can make. Will he become
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a hero and champion of the just or will he become a villain feared by all? Find out in this
fun and funny Minecraft Diary of Steve the Noob! Disclaimer: This book is a work of
fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed,
sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or
controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM &
(c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft
Follow Steve the noob as he travels with Bob and Lucky to the secret mining location.
But who knows what dangers they will face on the way there? Will they ever reach their
destination? Find out today by reaching this next volume to the Steve the Noob series.
Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not
endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft
Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks
or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags:
kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft
games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game,
minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free,
minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids (Minecraft Kids Book, Minecraft Secrets,
Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and
Teens)
This Minecraft Diary Is 5,000 Words With Over 20 Pictures (Custom Crafted Scenes to
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Accompany the Story)Follow Steve the Noob Again on His Next Hilarious
AdventureAfter completing the defensive structure, Steve is taking a break for a bit. But
even though he is on break, he still manages to get himself into trouble. Find out what
awaits our hero in this next volume of Steve the Noob. Disclaimer: This is book is an
unofficial Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or
supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights
to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015
Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft,
minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook,
minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve
series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for
kids
Follow Steve Again on a New Adventure!After Steve's sad defeat in the previous book,
he goes on a journey to try to redeem himself. What will he find out there in the
wilderness? Is he going to starve to death? Will he ever find a way to stop the nightly
plague? Find out in this next Minecraft diary of Steve the Noob.Disclaimer: This book is
a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized,
licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity
owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights.Minecraft
(r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft**TAGS**herobrine, villager,
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minecraft fanfiction, minecraft books, minecraft diaries, minecraft short stories,
minecraft short story, minecraft story, minecraft diary wimpy, game fanfiction, kids
books, minecraft free, minecraft books for kids, minecraft games, minecraft xbox,
minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft comics, minecraft story book, minecraft
journal, creepers.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 17,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game!The very first diary of Skeleton Steve
himself!!Welcome to a new adventure. Follow along the 'The Noob Years' of Skeleton
Steve, Minecraft writer and adventurer, back when he first started his travels on
Diamodia! Fresh out of the "Enderman Ninja" series, Skeleton Steve and Elias the
Enderman Ninja are traveling east to explore a distant village on the Enderman's map.
The village's library is a great place to find an empty journal for Skeleton Steve's first
diary, right??But when the village turns out to be a zombie village, what manner of
trouble will the two adventurers run into? And when a mysterious baby zombie offers to
give Skeleton Steve the library's last empty book in exchange for finding his missing
tome about his "Knight's Code", will Elias and the memory-challenged skeleton be up to
the task?Love Minecraft adventure??Read Season 1, Episode 1 of Skeleton Steve, The
Noob Years ... now!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for
details--it's in the book.(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds,
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and more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered
trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not
approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.Minecraft®/TM & © 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 17,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality fan
fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to read epic
stories about their favorite game! The very first diary of Skeleton Steve himself!!
Welcome to a new adventure. Follow along the 'The Noob Years' of Skeleton Steve,
Minecraft writer and adventurer, back when he first started his travels on Diamodia!
Fresh out of the "Enderman Ninja" series, Skeleton Steve and Elias the Enderman
Ninja are traveling east to explore a distant village on the Enderman's map. The
village's library is a great place to find an empty journal for Skeleton Steve's first diary,
right But when the village turns out to be a zombie village, what manner of trouble will
the two adventurers run into? And when a mysterious baby zombie offers to give
Skeleton Steve the library's last empty book in exchange for finding his missing tome
about his "Knight's Code," will Elias and the memory-challenged skeleton be up to the
task? Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 1, Episode 1 of Skeleton Steve, The
Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for
details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds,
and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered
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trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not
approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
Minecraft: Steve the Noob 4 (Funny Minecraft Story, Minecraft Books, Minecraft Books
for Kids and Teens)Read this Minecraft book FREE as part of your Amazon Prime or
Kindle Unlimited membershipHere Is #4! Sorry for the Delay!This Minecraft Diary Is
6,000 Words With Over 25 PicturesSteve fights the giant cube that threatens the whole
village. But what can he do against such a huge monster? Can he overcome the odds,
or maybe he'll just run away. Find out in this fun and funny diary of Steve the Noob.
Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not
endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft
Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks
or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags:
kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft books, minecraft free, minecraft
games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game,
minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free,
minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids

Love MINECRAFT? **Over 30,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game!Welcome to Angel ValleyLost and
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alone without his memory, Skeleton Steve awakens to darkness and confusion at
the bottom of the world once again. He can't even remember who he is! Then,
when he's quickly captured by several powerful Minecraftians, he's even more
confused! It turns out that the expedition force is led by UltimateSword5, Skeleton
Steve's friend from back when he was stuck in the Sleeping City the last time,
and the Minecraftians are down there looking for him! What luck!But with his
mind wiped by the Wither Lord in the nether, Skeleton Steve struggles to reclaim
his identity, even in the safety and prosperity of the beautiful and hidden Angel
Valley. And as he meets many new Minecraftian friends and gets involved in their
lives, will this new sanctuary be enough to help our hero remember who he is
and what he was doing before he was killed? Skeleton Steve once helped
UltimateSword5 escape the depths. Now, will Ulti be able to help him in
turn?Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 5, Episode 1 of Skeleton Steve,
The Noob Years ... now!Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main
website for details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps,
skins, seeds, and more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book.
Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its
respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this
book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
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Follow Steve the Noob Again on His Next Hilarious Adventure After completing
the defensive structure, Steve is taking a break for a bit. But even though he is on
break, he still manages to get himself into trouble. Find out what awaits our hero
in this next volume.
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 21,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game! The Spider Mines The Season
THREE Finale!! When Skeleton Steve refuses to hand UltimateSword5 (the
Minecraftian) over to the hungry cave spiders, he makes an enemy out of 'the
swarm'. All they need is a little bit of wood to make pick axes, then they can get
up to the surface--is that really too much to ask?! But as the trio makes their way
through the mines infested with ravenous cave spiders to get to some wood, the
stakes are high, and they're risking it all to finally escape the deep, dark
underground world of the Sleeping City. Will they survive? Will they make it to the
surface of Diamodia together? Love Minecraft adventure Read the SEASON
THREE FINALE - Season 3, Episode 6 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ...
now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in
the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and
more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a
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registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners,
which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM
& (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Almost 100,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This highquality fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who
love to read epic stories about their favorite game! The FULL SEASON THREE
of **The Noob Years** (6 Episodes) ... That's SIX Minecraft Diary Noob Years
Episodes in ONE!!! --- Season 3 Episode 1 - The Glitch We are the Glitch... We
are the Glitch... Waking up alone in the dark, at the bottom of the world, Skeleton
Steve is confounded to still be alive. And where the heck is he?! But after finding
a strange and dreadful red portal, covered with dirt blocks, our hero finds that he
has a lot more to worry about than being lost far underground! The dark and
narrow tunnels he finds himself trapped in are full of killer mobs infected with the
Glitch virus--and Skeleton Steve is helpless and unarmed! Even if our hero
manages to stay ahead of the afflicted monsters, how will he manage to get out
of this dark and terrifying maze of stone corridors alive? And with murderous
Glitch mobs of all sorts hot on his bony heels, without any tools or weapons, how
can Skeleton Steve ever hope to get back to the surface and find his friends --S3E2 The Sleeping City Skeleton Steve barely managed to escape the maze of
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dark and nightmarish tunnels full of Glitch mobs, only to find a mysterious and
quiet city of stone, sitting silently in a vast underground cavern! How on Diamodia
did this strange city get here? And who built it? And worse yet--the Sleeping City
seems to be inhabited only by broken and confused iron golems intent on
attacking our hero on sight! But when Skeleton Steve comes across a lone
skeleton warrior named Skonathan, and the odd swordsman refers to our hero as
the Skeleton King, the plot thickens! What strange things will Skeleton Steve find
in the Sleeping City, and what will he learn about his past and his connection to
the mysterious place? And will Skonathan help our hero find what he needs to
get back to the surface of Diamodia? --- S3E3 Survival Island Skeleton Steve
knows now that he'll need to find some wood to make a pick axe so that he can
get back to the surface, but raiding the Sleeping City's fortress and storage
compound with Skonathan didn't work out! Just when our hero is out of ideas, his
skeleton warrior companion leads him to a great underground lake where a
Minecraftian hermit has been living alone on an island ever since he was
separated from his adventuring party--a fellow named UltimateSword5! The
lonely Minecraftian, trapped underground for a long time and surviving on
mushrooms with diminishing equipment is more than happy to help Skeleton
Steve and Skonathan search for wood! But can the three of them together
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manage to take on the iron golems guarding the Sleeping City's storage
compound? And even if they manage to defeat the maddened golems without
being killed in the process, will Skeleton Steve and his new friends find the wood
they need to escape the underworld --- S3E4 Clearing the Caves (Description
inside) --- S3E5 Silverfish Problems (Description inside) --- S3E6 The Spider
Mines - Season THREE Finale!! (Description inside) --- Love Minecraft adventure
Buy and read the "Skeleton Steve the Noob Years" Season THREE TODAY! Join
the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book.
(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's
Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of,
and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve,
endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 18,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game! All Gold that Glitters... When the
result of Skeleton Steve eating the golden apple wasn't all that our hero and his
friends expected--and eating eight more of them didn't really help much
either--the Minecraftians wonder ... what would happen if they made an
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ENCHANTED golden apple It's a worthy plan, but there's only one
problem--WolfBroJake used up all of the gold from the ocean monument crafting
the nine normal golden apples! So it's down to the mines for Skeleton Steve and
his friends! Gold! Need more gold! Lots of gold! But when another encounter with
the Doomstreak Clan ninjas turns dangerous, deep down in the dark depths of
the world, will Skeleton Steve's friends be able to keep him safe? And when Elias
announces that he's returning to the End to gather reinforcements, how will our
heroes survive without the powerful Enderman ninja? Love Minecraft adventure
Read Season 2, Episode 3 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the
Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get
free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's
Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of,
and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve,
endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 26,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game! Monster Hunting with Minecraftians
After a very fiery surprise-attack on Angel Valley led by the mysterious EnderNic
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and his Hellfire Gang, the Minecraftians around Skeleton Steve are in a panic.
Several of his new friends are now homeless and without beds, and the village's
storage complex has been burned to the ground. The town's leaders want to
send a special expedition out into the wilderness to hunt mobs and gather
supplies, and Skeleton Steve's on the team!As Angel Valley struggles to rebuild
and fortify the town's defenses, Skeleton Steve helps his new friends as he still
struggles to regain his memories. But will monster hunting be enough to
replenish the supplies that were lost in the invasion? And what if the Hellfire
Gang attacks again while several of the warriors are gone? Love Minecraft
adventure?? Read Season 5, Episode 3 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ...
now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in
the book!(Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and
more!)Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered
trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not
approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book.Minecraft®/TM & © 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Almost 100,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This highquality fan fiction fantasy diary book BOX SET is for kids, teens, and nerdy grownups who love to read epic stories about their favorite game! The FULL SEASON
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TWO Box Set of **The Noob Years** (6 Episodes) ... That's SIX Minecraft Diary
Books in ONE!!! --- Season 2 Episode 1 Hunting the Golden Apple Skeleton
Steve, Elias the Enderman Ninja, and Slinger the Spider are back for more,
heading west from Zombietown in search of a golden apple, hoping that it will
revive our hero's memory like it did for the mysterious enlightened zombie,
Zenon. But as they travel to the castle of Elias's Minecraftian friends, stopping to
see new sights on the way, they have no idea that they aren't alone... And to
make matters worse, when they reach the castle, no one's home! A dark and
intense attack late in the night by the evil and terrifying Doomstreak Clan reminds
Skeleton Steve and his friends that something dreadful is creeping in Diamodia,
and Skeleton Steve is directly involved! Will our heroes be able to survive the evil
Endermen ninja clan? Will Skeleton Steve get his bony hands on that golden
apple? --- Season 2 Episode 2 Assault on the Ocean Monument When Elias's
Minecraftian friends finally return home, our heroes are surprised to see that one
of them is missing! LuckyMist the Minecraftian has been left behind, trapped
deep in an ocean monument by an Elder Guardian, and her friends just came
home to resupply! As Elias's good friends, they're happy to give Skeleton Steve a
golden apple, but there's one problem--the Minecraftians used them all up trying
to rescue LuckyMist! ...(see inside for more) --- Season 2 Episode 3 All Gold that
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Glitters... When the result of Skeleton Steve eating the golden apple wasn't all
that our hero and his friends expected--and eating eight more of them didn't
really help much either--the Minecraftians wonder ... what would happen if they
made an ENCHANTED golden apple ...(see inside for more) --- Season 2
Episode 4 My Minecraftian Life When Elias the Enderman ninja leaves to report
to his Order on the 'Doomstreak Clan' situation back on the End, Skeleton Steve
is left under the protection of the three Minecraftians--WolfBroJake, LuckyMist,
and Xenocide99--to keep him safe in case the evil ninjas return ...(see inside for
more) --- Season 2 Episode 5 Introducing the Steve Our heroes are excited after
they manage to kill one of the Doomstreak Clan ninjas during the night's attack!
It's even more impressive that they took down one of the terrifying evil Endermen
while Elias was gone! But when Elias the Enderman ninja returns with
reinforcements from the End, everyone is so distracted by the Doomstreak
situation that they don't pay attention to a very confused and very dangerous
visitor: the Steve of Diamodia! That's right! Minecraft Steve! And he's very
perplexed ...(see inside for more) --- Season 2 Episode 6 The Doomstreak Clan
The Season TWO Finale!! Everyone seems ready for what promises to be a
hardcore battle between Elias and his fellow ninjas from the Order of the Warping
Fist and the evil, red-eyed Endermen ninjas from the Doomstreak Clan that have
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it out for Skeleton Steve and intend to destroy all of Diamodia!! Meanwhile, the
Steve sits in his bunker down the mountain from the Mysterious Tower, glaring
up at our heroes while preparing for war ...(see inside for more) --- Love
Minecraft adventure Read the "Skeleton Steve the Noob Years" Season TWO
TODAY! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for
details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins,
seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is
a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners,
which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM
& (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 19,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game! The Search for Home Dying
sometimes makes you forget stuff. Or, at least it did for Skeleton Steve. As our
hero finally emerges from the underworld to the surface, sad about losing his
friends and longing to get home, he is suddenly reminded the hard way that
skeletons can't just walk out into the sunshine! Alone with no idea of where he is,
our hero sees the Steve in the distance--the man who killed him--and goes after
the immortal guardian of Diamodia in pursuit of a truce! After all, if he can catch
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up, the Minecraftian would be able to tell him the way home! But will Skeleton
Steve even be able to catch up to the Steve in the wolf-infested mountains
ahead? Watch out for the sun! Love Minecraft adventure Read the Finale of
Season 4, Episode 1 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now! Join the
Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main website for details--it's in the book. (Get
free Minecraft goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's
Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of,
and owned by, Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve,
endorse, sponsor, or authorize this book. Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016
Mojang AB/Notch
GENRE: Children's Adventure (An Unofficial Minecraft Book for Kids Ages 9 - 12
(Preteen) Steve has decided he's ready to go to the End, but doesn't want to take
the risk of going there while the Endermen and the Zombie Pigmen are fighting a
war. While he waits, he decides he needs a challenge, something to sharpen his
skills. His idea materializes when Alex shows him an ancient recipe book for
mobs that they brought back from the Stronghold. Alex is fascinated with this old
book, but can't decipher the symbols. After several days of studying it, she
concludes that the book was written by ancient Pigmen who became extinct
because they unleashed mobs that they lost control over. Are they about to do
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the very same thing? Steve is determined to the point of cockiness to defeat this
unidentified mob, even though he doesn't know what kind of mob it is or what it
does. His end goal is to get to the End, and in his mind, this is the quickest way
there. Has his desire to reach the End caused him to make a terrible mistake?
Author's Note: This short story is for your reading pleasure. The characters in this
"Minecraft Adventure Series" such as Steve, Endermen or Herobrine...etc are
based on the Minecraft Game coming from Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2013
Mojang / Notch
Love MINECRAFT? **Over 24,000 words of kid-friendly fun!**This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game!Once Again Into the NetherWhile
killing a little time before an important mission, Skeleton Steve learns about his
part in a coming prophecy about a witch, a creeper, and a world swallowed by
crimson. The news definitely puts a dampener on his fun of fishing with his
friends! Then, it's back into the nether again, but our forgetful hero doesn't realize
that he's been there before.To make matters worse, what's supposed to be a
fairly easy mission to harvest supplies for the town's defenses takes a dark turn
when Skeleton Steve and the Minecraftians discover something wrong with the
fiery underworld; something red and ... glitchy. Worse still, the problem seems to
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be spreading out of control...Love Minecraft adventure Read Season 5, Episode
4 of Skeleton Steve, The Noob Years ... now!Join the Skeleton Steve Club!
Check out my main website for details--it's in the book!(Get free Minecraft
goodies, tips, books, maps, skins, seeds, and more!)Author's Note: This is an
unofficial Minecraft book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by,
Mojang AB, and its respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor,
or authorize this book.Minecraft(R)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang AB/Notch
This Minecraft diary is over 9,000 words long with 16 pictures to accompany the
story. Finally, Steve makes it home. After a crazy adventure, he has gathered all
the necessary ingredients to make the cure for Cindy. Steve is super excited to
make the golden apple, but first, he has to visit an old friend... Find out what
happens next by reading this diary today. There is a question at the end of this
book. Let me know your thoughts, thanks! Disclaimer: This book is a work of
fanfiction; it is not an official Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized,
licensed, sponsored, or supported by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other
entity owning or controlling rights to the Minecraft name, trademarks or
copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2016 Mojang / Notch / Microsoft ***Tags:
kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft, minecraft books,minecraft free,
minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook, minecraft xbox, minecraft tips,
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minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft Steve series, free kids books,
minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics, minecraft books for kids (Minecraft
Kids Book, Minecraft Secrets, Minecraft Stories, Minecraft Book, Minecraft
Villagers, Minecraft Books for Kids and Teens)
Traditional Chinese edition of My Side of The Mountain by Jean Craighead
George. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
This Minecraft Diary is 8,000 Words with 24 Pictures Continue with Steve as he
meets the mysterious witch. Is this mystery person friend or foe? Will Steve get
the information he needs in order to save Cindy? Find in this next volume of
Steve the noob. Disclaimer: This book is a work of fanfiction; it is not an official
Minecraft book. It is not endorsed, authorized, licensed, sponsored, or supported
by Mojang AB, Microsoft Corp. or any other entity owning or controlling rights to
the Minecraft name, trademarks or copyrights. Minecraft (r)/TM & (c) 2009-2015
Mojang / Notch / Microsoft *** Tags: kids books, minecraft handbook, minecraft,
minecraft books,minecraft free, minecraft games, minecraft secrets handbook,
minecraft xbox, minecraft tips, minecraft game, minecraft story book, Minecraft
Steve series, free kids books, minecraft handbook free, minecraft comics,
minecraft books for kids
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Love MINECRAFT? **Over 20,000 words of kid-friendly fun!** This high-quality
fan fiction fantasy diary book is for kids, teens, and nerdy grown-ups who love to
read epic stories about their favorite game! The Doomstreak Clan The Season
TWO Finale!! Everyone seems ready for what promises to be a hardcore battle
between Elias and his fellow ninjas from the Order of the Warping Fist and the
evil, red-eyed Endermen ninjas from the Doomstreak Clan that have it out for
Skeleton Steve and intend to destroy all of Diamodia!! Meanwhile, the Steve sits
in his bunker down the mountain from the Mysterious Tower, glaring up at our
heroes while preparing for war!! Skeleton Steve is struggling to hold everything
together, and worries about making a permanent enemy out of the 'immortal
guardian' of Diamodia--the Steve! And when the eventual fight between everyone
turns chaotic and nasty, will our heroes come out on top of everything Will the
Steve take back his tower and hate Skeleton Steve and his friends forever Love
Minecraft adventure Read the Finale of Season 2, Episode 6 of Skeleton Steve,
The Noob Years ... now! Join the Skeleton Steve Club! Check out my main
website for details--it's in the book. (Get free Minecraft goodies, tips, books,
maps, skins, seeds, and more!) Author's Note: This is an unofficial Minecraft
book. Minecraft is a registered trademark of, and owned by, Mojang AB, and its
respective owners, which do not approve, endorse, sponsor, or authorize this
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